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W
hen I fIrst moved to Berlin from

Glaisdale in May 2012, the plan

was for me to use my German degree to

help me find work over here. Lots of

friends joked that if the job hunt didn’t go

well, I could always fall back on my pie-

making experience from working at

Ford’s Butchers. Little did I know that

just over a year later this is exactly what I

would be doing. Not out of force though,

as I was lucky enough to find a full-time

job soon after arriving here, so the pie

back-up plan never took full effect. At

least not until I was persuaded by James

to go into business.

It happened a few months ago, almost

certainly over a couple of beers. We

thought we’d give selling pork pies a go,

seeing as savoury pies didn’t exist in

Germany (travesty!) At least we can

thank the beers for helping us come up

with our name – Pieoneers!

Since moving from Manchester to

Berlin in the summer of 2012, James

(originally from Ainthorpe) has carried

on his self-employed work with his UK-

based PR business. I leave him to the

marketing, sales and PR side of the

business while I concentrate on the

baking and recipes.

One of the main hurdles to overcome in

the beginning was finding a cheap,

professional kitchen to use. Neither of us

fancied renovating our own kitchens in

accordance with the German food hygiene

regulations, so we set out in search of a

kitchen to rent from a suitable bar or

cafe. Our saving grace was Das Gift (English

– ‘The Poison’), a small Scottish bar popular

with expats and with a kitchen going spare.

Luckily, they were also extremely

enthusiastic about selling our pies.

The next problem we faced was German

bureaucracy. After a couple of months of
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going back and forth to various offices (and

after numerous explanations of what a pie

actually is!) we finally received our trading

licences and were ready to launch our pork

pies on the unsuspecting Berliners! From

there, the idea escalated and we began

selling at weekly markets, supplying to Das

Gift each week together with plenty of

private orders from customers over

Facebook and our website.

At the markets the comment we heard

from the Germans the most was that they

were expecting the pies to be sweet. For

them, anything which involves pastry is

mainly sweet. Even though there are also

plenty of Turkish inspired savoury

pastries filled with cheese or spinach, the

idea of a savoury meat pie is completely

alien to the Germans.

While we still try to win over the

Germans, we are also receiving a lot of

support from our fan base in the expat

community. Our plans for the future are to

launch different varieties of pork pie,

including pork & apple and pork & black

pudding. As well as the pie selection we

want to run a blog to promote other expat

businesses with British links. We’re already

in contact with a British cheese seller in

Leverkusen and a British sausage maker

based in Vienna who are keen to contribute.

So at the minute things with our little

pie company are ticking over quite nicely,

and expats are very grateful that we are

here to help them with their homesick pie

pangs. As for convincing the Berliners

that meat pies are a brilliant invention –

watch this space!◼
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www.pieoneers.de
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Glebe Farm, Lealholm, Whitby,
North Yorks, YO21 2AJ

Tel./Fax 01947 897471
www.jjharrison.com

Email: enquiries@jjharrison.com
Free quotes and advice

Pruning • Trimming
Turfing • Seeding

Trees, Shrubs
& Hedging supplied

Garden Design and Construction

Stump grinding

R. H. FORD
The Family Butcher

Glaisdale High Street

“Home-bred Meat 
– A Real Treat”

Traditional skills and products
including homemade sausage and

a range of homemade pies

Tel 01947 897235
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